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This invention relates to spools or reels. Various 
articles such as twine, ribbon, cloth, paper, metal foil 
st?ips, plastic stríps and the like may be wound on the 
spools. 
The present invention provides a spool which can 

easily be manufactured from any sheet material. Paper 
board stock is a suitable material. By properly cutting, 
scoring and gluing sheet material it is possible to make 
the spool of the instant invention from a single blank, 
thereby eliminating the cumbersome multiple part spool 
design presently known in the art. The resultant spool 
is in a ?attened or collapsed condition, thereby provid 
ing substantial savings in shipment costs to the user. To 
place a spool in condition for use, the user need only 
apply opposing forces to opposite hinge lines of the col 
lapsed spool, thereby accomplishing set-up of the spool 
to an erected condition ready for receípt of articles to 
be wound thereon. 

It is to be noted that the user need only apply oppos 
ing forces to accomplish erection of the spool from a col 
lapsed condition; no ?nal assembly steps or gluing steps 
are required. 
The spool can, as will be readíly understood by those 

skilled in the art, assume various shapes and con?gura 
tions. In some situations a spool of polygonal cross sec 
tion may be suitable while in other situations a spool of 
curved cross section will be preferred. The instant in 
vention meets both requirements. r ' 

The above advantages are provided by means of a 
spool which may be constructed of sheet material such 
as cardboard, plastic, and the like, and comprising a 
tubular body having a ?rst body portion and a second 
body portion joined by parallel hinge connections in a 
manner such that during shipment the tubular body is in 
substantially ?attened condition. End „forming means 
are hingedly connected to the transverse edges at each 
end of the tubular body. 
Each end forming means comprises a ?rst end portion 

and a second end portion which extend from ?rst and 
second hinge lines at diametrically opposed edge portions 
of their respective end of the tubular body and which 
are connected by a third hinge line which is parallel to 
the ?rst and second hinge lines. 
The end forming means can upon Collapse of the tubu 

lar body ,told inwardly of the tubular body about the 
third hinge line or, preferably, fold outwardly of the 
tubular body. The hinge connections of the tubular 
body move transversely toward each other uponerec 
tion movement of the spool while the third hinge lines 
of the end forming means move longitudinally. ' The end 
forming means are preferably designed with an outer 
periphery which extends beyond the tubular body to pro 
vide an outer rídge around the spool for maintaining 
the articles on the spool. Various means may be pro 
vided if desired for interlocking the elements to maintain 
the spool in erected condition; also various modi?cations 
may be included for enabling rotation of the spool by 
the many known types of winding machines. 
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Various other objects and meritorious features of the 

invention will become apparent from the following de 
scription taken in conjunction With the drawings wherein 
like numerals desígnate like parts throughout the several 
?gures and wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a single blank of sheet material 
suitable for constructing a spool hexagonal in cross sec 
tion in accordance with the instant inventíon; 

Fig. 2 is a View of a spool in collapsed condition as 
shipped to the user constructed from the blank of Fig. l; 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing the collapsed 
spool of Fig. 2 in erected condition; 

`Fig. 4 is a View taken on line 4-4 of Fig. 3; 
Fig. S is a plan view of a blank in partially assembled 

condition, the blank having two dí?erent end forming 
means suitable for construction of a spool having a 
curved periphery in cross section in accordance with the 
instant invention; 

Fig. 6 is a top view partly in section of a spool con 
structed of the blank of Fig. 5; 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary top view in section of the left 
hand side of Fig. 6; 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary side view of Fig. 7; 
Fig. 9 is a fragmentary top view similar to Fig. 7 

showing the spool in partially collapsed condition. 
As seen in Figs. 1-4, a spool in accordance with the 

instant invention compríses a tubular body 15 made up 
of a ?rst body portion 16 and a second body portion 20. 
In this particular modi?cation, a hexagonal cross sec~ 
tion of the tubular body is shown and score lines 24 and 
the main parallel hinge constructions 40 are placed in 
theblank to provide the necessary hinging action. The 
?rst body portion 16 includes an inner panel .17 and two 
outer panels 18 and 19; the second body portion 20 in 
cludes an inner panel 21 and two outer panels 22 and 
23. An anchor tab 25 is provided at the end of the ?rst 
body portion 16 which is adhered by glue to the outer 
panel 23 of the second body portion 20 (Fig. 4). 
End forming means 26 are provided at each end of 

the tubular'body 15, this means including a ?rst end por 
tion 27 which is hingedly connected to the inner panel 
17 of the ?rst body portion 16 on a ?rst hinge line 28 
and a second end portion 29 which is hingedly connected 
to the inner panel 21 of the second body portion 20 on 
a second hinge line 36. Preferably the ?rst and second 
end portions 27, 29 are hingedly connected centrally of 
their respective body portions 16, 20, it being, however, 
necessary only that upon Collapse of the body portion 15 
the two end portions 27, 29 of each end forming means 
26 be able to collapse also. Properly aligned oli-center 
hinging would be satisfactory in some cases. The ?rst 
and second end portions 27, 29 are hingedly connected 
by a third hinge connection on a third hinge line 31 which 
is parallel to the ?rst and second hinge lines 28, 30 men 
tioned above and is aligned with a longitudinally eX 
tending plane centrally through the tubular body 15. 
The transverse faces of the end forming means 26 

when in erected condition are preferably larger than the 
outer periphery of the tubular body to provide at least a 
partial peripheral ridge 32 for maintaining the articles 
wound on the spool in proper position. It will be noted 
in Fig. l that the end portions 27, 29 extend freely 
beyond the longitudinal edges of the inner panels 17 and 
21 and are cut angularly to provide the ridge 32 adja 
cent the ends of outer panels 18, 25, 19 and 22. 
To brace the spool in erected condition, brace means 

or panels 33 are provided which eXtend from the above 
mentioned third hinge line 31longitudinally inwardly 
into the end of the tubular body 15 where they are posi-4` 
tioned in bracing engagement with the inner wall ot' 
the tubular body. The brace panels 33 are preferably 
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connected together, as by gluing, at each end of the 
tubular body. As seen in Figs. 4, 5 and 8, the longitu 
dinal edge surfaces 34 of the brace panels 33 are in abut« 
ting, frictional, bracingengagement with the inner surface 
of› the parallel hinge connections 40 of the tubular 
body ,15. 

'Preferably means are provided for maintaining the 
spool in erected condition, and as seen in Figs. 1-5 the 
brace panels 33 are provided with looking tabs 41 which 
eXtend transversely from?the longitudinal edge surfaces 
34 and are predeterminedly positioned for engagement 
with their respective looking notches 42 provided in the 
parallel hinge connections 40 of the tubular body. 

Fig. 5 shows a spool in accordance with the instant 
inverítion wherein a tubular body with a curved periph 
ery is provided. The left-hand side of Fig. 5 discloses an 
end forming means 43 and brace means 44 suitable for 
receípt of a rectangular driving means; the right-hand 
side of Fig. 5 discloses an end forming means 45 and 
brace means 46 designed for receipt of a central split 
driving spindle (this being similar to the design ofFigs. 
1-4) or a jig with parallel extensions. The upper portion 
of the blank in Figt 5 has been curved upwardly to show 
the interlocking engagement 'of the looking tab 41 with 
the looking notch 42. No looking tab-notch structure 
is provided on the left-hand side of this blank, as the 
f?'ictional engagement of the longitudinal edge surfaces 
34 of the brace panels 44 has proved satisfactory in cer 
tain cases, Fig. 6 shows the blank of Fig. 5 in erected 
condition and indicates the curved periphery of the spool, 
a portion of this ?gure being broken away to disclose the 
joining of the anchor panel 47 to the second body portion. 

lnFígs. 7 and 8 the left-hand side of the blank of Fig. 
5 is shown to include a drivingsocket formed by two 
parallel cuts in the end 'forming means` 43 and the brace 

' means 44. These outs form a longitudinal guide panel 
43 and a transverse end panel 49 in each set of end form 
ing means 43, 43 and brace means 44, 44. The remaining 
pórtions of brace means 44 are glued together at each 
end of the tubular body. It will be noted that the outer 
peripheries of end forming means 43 and 45 are curved 
to form a curved ridge 32 for holding articles on the 
spool. v 

' In Fig. 9 the' manner in which the structure of Fig. 7 
collapses will be seen, the third hinge line 31 collapsing 
outwardly while the panels 48 and 49 Collapse inwardly 
about hinge lines 50. By this design a rotating mecha 
nísrn of rectangular design may be employed. 
The right-hand side of Fig. 5 is provided with two 

parallel slots 51, 51 in the end formíng means 45 and 
the bracing means 46 which are designed to receive a jig 
with parallel extensions. 
The central openings 52, 52 provided in the end form 

ing means of Figs. 1-4 and the right-hand side of Fig. 5 
are provided for receipt of a spindle with a split end, the 
split end sliding over the brace means and extending on 
either side of the brace means to enable rotation of the 
spool by the spindle. Preferably a portion of the brace 
means is removed as at 53 to enable insertion of the 
spindle a reasonable distance within the spool. 
The spool is shipped to the Consumer in the ñattened 

or collapsed condition shown in Fig. 2 and is erected by 
applying opposing forces to opposite hinge lines. These 
opposing forces may be applied to the parallel hinge con 
nections 40, 40 of the tubular body or to the third hinge 
lines 31, 31 of the end forming means, or both. In some 
circumstances it may be preferable to initiate erection 
movement of the spool by contactíng the hinge connec 
tions 40, 40 of the tubular body to facilitate the insertion 
of the spindle or other driving means which may be em 
ployed. 

In View of the foregoing, various modi?cations of the 
invention described herein will be apparent to those 
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4 
skilled in the art without departing from the spirit and 
scope vthereof. 

I claim: 
l. A spool adapted for automatic erection from a 

collapsed condition by the application of opposed forces 
comprising a tubular body having a longitudinal axis and 
having a ?rst body portion with longitudinal and trans 
verse edges and a second body portion with longitudínal 
and transverse edges, the longitudinal edges of said ?rst 
body portion being joined -by parallel hinge connections 
to their respective longitudínal edges of ,said second body 
portion to enable Collapse of the ?rst and second body 
portions into substantially ?attened condition, and end 
forming means at each end of said tubular body, each of 
said end forming means 'having a ?rst end portion 
híngedly connected to the transverse edge of said ?rst 
body portion on a ?rst hinge line and a second end por 
tion híngedly connected to :the ttar?sv?rse edge of said 
second body portion on a second hinge line parallel to 
said ?rst hinge _line,›_t_he ?rstendportíon ,and the second 
end portion of each end forming means being híngedly 
connected together ,on a third hinge line parallel to the 
?rst and second hingeline? to _enable Collapse of the ?rst 
and second end portions _into a substantially ?flattened 
condition when saidiñrst andpsecond _body portions are 
call-%wed- . 

,2. A spool in accordance with claim 1 and wherein 
said end forming _means _includes ,a bracing means ex 
tending from _said third hinge line inwardly into the 
end of said .tubular bodrínto bracing ,?pgasement with 
the im??r Wall Qf said tubular .body when in erected 
condition 

3-.A.spoo1 in accqrdano iwithscla?lm ,1 and wherein 
at least one _of said ?rst esti perdore and .said second 
end portions have a brace panel híngedly connected 
thereto atrsaid thitdhâ??selíneand ,attending lqngitudinal 
ly inwardly .into the end Qf?aid tubular body when in 
erected condition, said _brace panel having longitudinal 
sides in abuttíng bracing engagement with the inn?r sur 
faces of the _Parallel hinge _c???nections of .the tubular 
body wheníin erected condition. 

4. A ispooliin accordance with _claim _3 and wherein 
at least one of said _parallel ,hinge connections of the 
tubular body has at (least, one looking notch, and wherein 
said brace panel has a looking tab extendíng transversely 
therefrom „for interlocking engagement with said looking 
notch when in ,?r?cted condition 

5. A _spool in 'accgordance with claim 1 and wherein 
said end' formíng wrneans _inclnde means for receiving 
spool drívíng ̀ ncte<=1131?.1.í,s,m 

6. A _spool in ;açcordagnçe with _claim ,1 and wherein 
each ,of the ,?rst ,and second end portions of each of 
said end forming means have a brace panel híngedly 
connected thereto at the third hinge lines and extending 
longitudinally inwardly „into the end of said tubular 
body when in _erected condition, each of the brace 
panele having longitudinal sides in abutting _bracing 
engagement with the inner surfac?s of the parallel hinge 
connections of the tubular _body when in erected condi 
tion, the parallel hinge conn?ctions _of ,the tubular body 
having lockingnotches, 'said brace panels having looking 
tabs extending transversely therefrom for interlocking 
engagement with said looking notches when in erected 
condition, each of said end forming means having a 
central opening therein at said third hingeto enable the 
couplíns of a .drivins means to the adiaçent ínwardly 
extendíng brace panele. 
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